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PROJECT 9000

Most Urgent Needs
— Worldwide —

“Truly I tell you, just as you did it to one of the least of these  
who are members of my family, you did it to me.”

Matthew 25:40



We are a 
Catholic ministry

that mobilizes the global Catholic Church to transform 
the poor and their communities materially and spiritually 

for the glory of Jesus Christ. 

Rather than create new institutions to distribute aid, we 
support existing ministries and churches already serving the 

poor. In addition to being the most cost-effective way of 
helping the poor, empowering these ministries allows us to 
support the Church’s spiritual mission and its important 

position of leadership in poor communities.

We consider every gift we receive as a precious resource 
from God. We direct every donation to its intended 
project, provide honest and accurate reports to our 

donors, and keep overhead costs to an industry low. We 
handle funds with utmost integrity and hold our ministry 
partners in the field to the same high standards by asking 
them to document costs and the impact of their outreach. 

We invite you to join with us as we seek to transform the 
lives of the poor materially and spiritually — ways that 

please the Father and glorify him in Heaven and on earth.
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Project Synopsis

Description
This project will empower Catholic 
parishes, missions and ministries 
in developing countries around 
the world to be Christ’s hands and 
feet to the poor.

Purpose
To demonstrate Jesus’ compassion 
for the most vulnerable by nurturing 
the bodies, minds and souls of the 
poor and giving them hope for a 
brighter future.

Our Partners
Cross Catholic Outreach works 
through long-term partnerships 
with priests, sisters and lay 
workers serving the needy in  
their communities.

Locations
Africa, Latin America, the 
Caribbean and wherever the 
Church needs our help to reach 
the poor. 

Highlights
• Cross Catholic Outreach is a 

Vatican-approved charity that 
promotes the Church’s global 
works of mercy by rallying U.S. 
Catholics in support of poverty 
relief projects throughout the 
developing world.

• By working through partners already in the field, we strengthen local Catholic communities and empower 
ministry leaders who understand their communities’ greatest needs.

• Our aid focuses on food, water, medical care, education, housing, orphan care and microenterprise.

• We also help our partners respond to emergencies such as earthquakes and hurricanes.

• Preference is given to outreaches that seek the “integral development” of the poor, building them up in body, 
mind and soul.

• Your generous support is needed to fund these impactful Catholic ministries and transform lives!
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The Need

What does faith look like?

Jesus gives us this answer: feeding the hungry, sheltering the homeless, healing the sick, clothing the naked. 

In the famous parable of the sheep and the goats, Christ measures his followers’ faith and compassion by how 
those individuals treat the poor and vulnerable. Like many of our Lord’s teachings, this turns our perspective of 
life upside down. We worship the highest by humbly serving the lowest!

In developing countries around the world, the need for these acts of mercy become particularly important, 
and Christ’s words gain additional urgency as Catholic ministries seek to bless neighbors who literally have no 
food to eat, no shoes to wear, no bed to sleep in at night. While the rest of the world worries about the lines to 
get the next iPhone, we Catholics should have our eyes and hearts focused on the millions of men, women and 
children around the globe who endure a subsistence-level existence and are trapped in a cycle of poverty that 
spans generations.

In these communities, the Church must be willing to live out Christ’s compassion in both word and deed, and  
thankfully many Catholic priests, sisters and lay workers are carrying out this mission by dedicating their lives to 
aiding those in need. Unfortunately, the squalor and suffering at their doorsteps is so extreme it often overwhelms 
their capacity to respond. The hungry begin to suffer the impacts of malnutrition. The thirsty must go away 
unsatisfied. Infectious diseases spread, and urban slums and rural villages fill with makeshift shanties vulnerable 
to even nominal wind and rain.

In times of distress, the poor and vulnerable must be able to turn to the Church for relief, and that blessing 
can be given if compassionate Catholics like you empower their outreaches with your support.

Read further to learn how a gift through Cross Catholic Outreach can equip overseas Catholic ministries to 
have a life-changing impact on the bodies, minds and souls of the poor. As you’ll see, much can be done if they 
can count on your help!
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Ministry Description

Cross Catholic Outreach partners with Catholic ministries around the world that share our passion to serve 
the “least of these.”

Since our founding in 2001, our focus has been on long-term relationships. We pour our time and energy into 
trustworthy ministries, giving them what they need to have a profound and lasting impact on the people and 
communities they serve. This vision guided our work among our first partners in Haiti and has shaped our 
outreach around the world as we’ve expanded into Latin America, Africa, East Asia and other places in need.

Our partners know their communities’ needs, both material and spiritual, and they often bring special insight 
to how we can best address those needs. They depend on us to provide cash funds as well as shipments of 
humanitarian goods to bless the poor with food, water, medical care, education and other critical services. When 
emergencies such as earthquakes or hurricanes arise, we stand ready to help our partners rebuild their ministries 
and aid affected families. 

The following are just a few of the life-changing projects we’ve committed to supporting this year with your help.

Kobonal Haiti Mission – Haiti
When Father Glenn Meaux first 

came to Haiti, a local Catholic bishop 
warned him that the village of Kobonal 
was his diocese’s “darkest corner.” 
Hunger, hopelessness and societal 
decay were rampant. Farming, the 
primary means of survival for Haiti’s 
rural poor, was virtually nonexistent. 
The suffering broke the priest’s heart 
— and compelled him to action.

Right there, in the midst of abject 
poverty, Fr. Meaux opened a school. 
The small gathering of ragged children 
marked the beginning of the Kobonal 
Haiti Mission.

Today, the Mission is a shining 
beacon of light in rural Haiti. Hundreds 
of families depend on Fr. Meaux and his 
Haitian ministry team for material 
aid, spiritual nourishment and personal 
empowerment. The need is still great, 
but with help from friends like you, Fr. Meaux is able to meet the challenge.

This year, Cross Catholic Outreach has committed to supporting the Mission’s many social programs. This 
includes such outreaches as house construction, monthly food distributions, a microloan self-empowerment 
program, and the running of a Catholic school serving about 1,200 children from needy families.
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Caminando por la Paz – Guatemala
In Guatemala City, Zone 18 is a neighborhood 

to avoid. The area is riddled with gang activity, 
crime and drug use — and if you find yourself 
at odds with a local gang leader, the police 
cannot help you. Imagine, then, the terror and 
helplessness that is felt by the children who 
grow up in Zone 18’s slums. These children 
cannot even dream of a future beyond poverty, 
violence, drugs. For many, it seems the only 
way to survive is to join a local gang — 
perpetuating the cycle of dysfunction.

Caminando por la Paz exists to give these 
at-risk kids a better option. Founded by the late 
Maryknoll Father, Thomas Goekler, the program 
encourages poor kids to stay in school by 
providing education support and nutritious 
lunches. Students who come to Caminando por 
la Paz receive tutoring in basic academics as well as advanced math, science and computer skills. In addition, the 
program hosts a weekly Holy Hour, which is open to all and is led by a Catholic nun.

This year, Cross Catholic Outreach has committed to helping with food and education costs for the 70 children 
who attend daily.

Lodwar Water – Kenya
In Kenya’s remote, arid northwest, the 

seminomadic Turkana struggle to access 
clean water for themselves and their 
livestock. Extreme scarcity leads to illness, 
dehydration, unsanitary conditions and in 
some cases even violence. Children are 
going thirsty, and the livestock they depend 
on for survival are dying.

Cross Catholic Outreach has committed 
to bringing relief to these suffering 
communities by partnering with the Society 
of Missionaries to Africa. These priests are 
serving as bold advocates of love and peace 
among Turkana groups that, until recently, 
knew nothing about the Catholic faith. 

Our goal is to help the priests provide 
clean-water wells in three rural villages: Kareeman, Lochor Aberu and Lorengippi. Through this project, many 
Turkana families will gain access to a sufficient water supply for themselves and their animals. Children will be 
less susceptible to disease, and school attendance will increase as children no longer spend their days searching 
for water. The change will be dramatic!
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Our Promise to You!
Proceeds from this campaign will be used to cover any expenditures for this project incurred through June 30, 2019,  
the close of our ministry’s fiscal year. In the event that more funds are raised than needed to fully fund the project,  

the excess funds, if any, will be used to meet the most urgent needs of the ministry.
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Help Now! 

Desperate families are knocking 
on Catholic Church doors today.

How will you respond?

Each hungry child, each thirsty 
widow is an opportunity for you 
to be Christ’s hands and feet to the 
poor. Every cry for help is a chance 
for our Lord to say, “I was hungry 
and you gave me food, I was 
thirsty and you gave me something 
to drink...” 

Please join us in fulfilling the 
Catholic Church’s holy calling to 
be a servant to the “least of these.” 
Your generous support is critically 
needed by thousands of families in 
developing countries around the 
globe — families who are begging 
and praying for relief from hunger, 
thirst, homelessness, disease and 
despair. Their suffering is truly 
heartbreaking — but with your 
help, we can turn their tragic 
situations around and be used by 
God to unleash miracles of mercy.

Please give a gift today, and help us show the world that Christ is the one true hope of the poor. Let’s show 
them that the Church is not a kingdom of brick and mortar, but a vibrant community of faith-filled hearts 
beating with compassion!

“By this everyone will know that you are my disciples,  
if you have love for one another.” 

John 13:35


